Gesture Focus Group
Reading List Spring 2007

Week 1 [1/22/07]—Gestures in development


Week 2 [1/29/07] – Given-new attenuation effects in gesture


Week 5 [2/19/07] – Embodied Cognition II: Simple and radical theories of embodiment


Week 6 [2/26/07] – Embodied Cognition III: Metaphor and gesture


“Forms and meanings of gestures: A linguistic approach to the description and analysis of gestures”

Week 7 [3/5/07] – Rehash of Speaker Series event with Cornelia Müller


Week 9 [3/19/07] – Embodied Cognition IV: The meaning and function of metaphoric gestures


Week 10 [03/26/07] – Presentation by Julie Weisenberg

The effects of video-relay on American Sign Language.

Week 11 [04/02/07] – Spring Break

Week 12 [04/09/07] – Gesture and the Brain I: Evidence from split-brain patients


Week 13 [04/16/07] – Gesture and the Brain II: Language, gesture and action


Week 14 [04/23/07] – Gesture and the Brain III: Evidence from ERP studies

Week 15 [04/30/07] – No meeting

Week 16 [05/07/07] – Gesture and the Brain III: Mirror neurons
